Everything for the
Internet of Things
IoT is the way business – and the world – are moving toward a highly interconnected network of
machines, sensors, cameras, controllers and other “things” communicating information over robust
networks to data centers, where it can be processed and evaluated before initiating automated
responses in near-real-time.
Zones is a leader in building out IoT, making
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Make Zones your technology partner. Visit zones.com/cisco or call 800.408.ZONES

Zones is fully committed to Cisco’s Internet
of Things initiative, and is actively supporting
IoT by making significant investments in a
nationwide network of company solution
architects, systems engineers, and other
technical resources as well as certification
of these resources in key Cisco technologies.
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Cisco Physical Security Solutions for
Smart Grid provide end-to-end support to
quickly detect incidents and correlate and
prioritize key information, enabling faster
and more effective collaboration among
incident response personnel. Zones designs
Cisco grid security solutions that provide
critical infrastructure-grade security to grid

and implementation of parking and elevator

Cisco Connected Fleet solutions take vehicle

systems, data and assets; monitor the network

solutions that provide state-of-the-art access
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precautions for the company’s workers.

Zones is well ahead of the IoT curve, having
worked together with Cisco to design and
deploy an interconnected network of some
95,000 building points and systems at
Houston’s landmark Pennzoil Place. In fact,
Pennzoil Place won the 2014 Digie Award
for the “Most Intelligent Office Building.”

and mobility solutions. Zones and Cisco are
working together to deliver solutions and
intelligent networking that monitor mileage
and driving patterns to help reduce carbon
footprint and cut costs; track stolen vehicles
and enable automatic shutdown and quick
recovery; notify fleet managers immediately

THE ZONES DIFFERENCE IS YOUR ADVANTAGE
> Cisco Partner of the Year for Solution
Innovation (2015)
> Cisco Partner of the Year for U.S. National
Solution Excellence (2015)
> Cisco Diversity Partner and certified
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
> IT expertise from experienced and certified
IT professionals and solutions architects

> Global offices in Canada, Europe, and India
along with strategic partnerships to provide
integration, deployment and logistical
fulfillment in more than 30 countries
> Specialization in all Primary Cisco
Architectures: Advanced Data Center,
Advanced Borderless Networks, and
Advanced Collaboration

Make Zones your technology partner. Visit zones.com/cisco or call 800.408.ZONES

> Dedicated IoT practice: Cisco Connected
Grid, Connected Real Estate, Physical
Security, and fleet management
> Zones is one of two U.S. partners to hold an
Advanced IoT Specialization in Connected
Safety and Security and in Manufacturing
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